NOTICE OF MEETINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
OF THE PUEBLO CITY COUNCIL

A MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PUEBLO CITY COUNCIL WILL BE
HELD ON JANUARY 19, 2021 COMMENCING AT 5:30 P.M. IN THE CITY COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, THIRD FLOOR, CITY HALL, ONE CITY HALL PLACE, PUEBLO, COLORADO
81003.

Executive Committee meetings are special meetings of the City Council and are informal Council
meetings for the purpose of receiving information and discussion among Council Members; no
official action is taken at such meetings. The public is invited to attend, but public comment is
generally not received unless otherwise noted.

Individuals requiring special accommodation are requested to please notify the ADA
Coordinator of their needs at (719) 553-2295 by noon on the Friday preceding the meeting.

THE AGENDA FOR THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING IS AS FOLLOWS:

AGENDA
I. Call To Order And Welcome - Mark Aliff, Work Session Chair
1. CITY UPDATES (5:30 P.M. - 5:40 P.M.)
PURPOSE:
Weekly update by Chief of Staff.
CALL TO PODIUM:
Ms. Laura Solano
TIME ALLOTTED:
10 Minutes
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:
Weekly update by Chief of Staff.
2. COUNCIL COMMENTARY (5:40 P.M. - 5:50 P.M.)
PURPOSE:
Council commentary.

SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:
Weekly update by Chief of Staff.
2. COUNCIL COMMENTARY (5:40 P.M. - 5:50 P.M.)
PURPOSE:
Council commentary.
CALL TO PODIUM:
Mr. Mark Aliff
TIME ALLOTTED:
10 Minutes
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:
Council commentary.
3. PEDCO ONE PUEBLO INITIATIVE (5:50 - 6:15 PM)
PURPOSE:
Presentation to City Council.
CALL TO PODIUM
Mr. Jeff Shaw, President - Pueblo Economic Development Corp
Mr. Steven Trujillo, President - Latino Chamber of Commerce of Pueblo
TIME ALLOTTED:
15 Minutes - Presentation
10 Minutes - Questions
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:

Presentation to City Council.

4. LEARNING SHELTER UPDATE (6:15 - 6:40 PM)
PURPOSE:
Presentation to City Council.
CALL TO PODIUM
Ms. Roxanne Pignanelli, Government and Community Affairs Coordinator - Pueblo
School District 70
Ms. Angela Giron, President/CEO - Boys & Girls Club of Pueblo County
Mr. Gregory Howell, Creative Consultant
TIME ALLOTTED:
15 Minutes - Presentation
10 Minutes - Questions
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:

Presentation to City Council.

Documents:
1-19-21 FAIR CARE RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
2021.FINAL VERSION.15JAN21.PDF
5. SET DATE FOR COUNCIL RETREAT (6:40-6:50 PM)
PURPOSE: To set date for Council retreat.
CALL TO PODIUM:
Mr. Mark Aliff, Work Session Chair
TIME ALLOTTED:
10 Minutes

CALL TO PODIUM:
Mr. Mark Aliff, Work Session Chair
TIME ALLOTTED:
10 Minutes
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:
To set date for Council retreat.
6. HOUSING PROGRAM UPDATE (6:50 - 7:15 PM)
PURPOSE:
Presentation to City Council.
CALL TO PODIUM
Mr. Bryan Gallagher - Director of Housing & Citizen Services
TIME ALLOTTED:
15 Minutes - Presentation
10 Minutes - Questions
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:

Presentation to City Council.
Documents:
1-19-21 EMERGENCY HOUSING REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE HOUSING PRESENTATION.PDF
1-19-21 VOLUNTARY DEMO - HOUSING PRESENTATION.PDF
7. CODE ENFORCEMENT UPDATE (7:15 - 7:40 PM)
PURPOSE:
Presentation to City Council.
CALL TO PODIUM
Ms. Karen WIllson, Manager - Code Enforcement Division
TIME ALLOTTED:
15 Minutes - Presentation
10 Minutes - Questions
SUPPORTING BACKGROUND:

Presentation to City Council.
Documents:
1-19-21 CODE ENFORCEMENT UPDATE 10-2020.PDF
II. Topics
III. Adjournment
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Fair Care

Learning Shelters

Presented by Roxanne Pignanelli & Gregory Howell
Fair Care Development Team

“This is a wonderful program for the community and this
story just brushes the surface of how it positively
impacts Pueblo County and its residents. I am an
essential worker, I am a registered nurse who works on
the front lines of active Covid units. This program was
offered at a dire time during the pandemic . Because of
this program I am able to stay working during critically
low staffing levels in health care. My son is able to stay
on top of online school. Fair Care staff have been so
wonderful, caring, much needed during this time. As a
mom and a nurse they follow all CDC recommendations
that make me feel like my son is in a safe environment.
Thanks for your contribution to our community!!!"
— Roberta Thornton | Mom, Nurse and Essential Worker

Fair Care • Dec. 2020

WORDS OF APPRECIATION FOR FAIR CARE
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THE FAIR CARE
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CONCEPT
WHAT IS FAIR CARE?
Fair Care is Pueblo’s new emergency
learning shelter program offering essential
workers and their families a safety net. This
program provides meals, learning
supervision, and play while they do their
schoolwork remotely at designated
locations throughout Pueblo while parents
continue to work.
Fair Care • Dec. 2020

LESS IS MORE
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COHORTS OF FIVE
The Fair Care Program uses a cohort of five (5)
persons in each classroom to minimize the risk
of spreading disease.
A cohort is a group of people — including
students and adults — that interact with one
another during the school day. The goal of
creating and isolating cohorts is that when
someone tests positive for COVID-19, fewer
people will have been exposed to that person
and fewer people in the school will have to
quarantine.
Fair Care also keeps families together in the
same cohort of five, so children of varying ages
in the same family will be in the same
classroom for meals, remote learning and play.

Fair Care • Dec. 2020

CORE FOCUS
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HALLMARKS OF FAIR CARE

NUTRITION

The most important thing to keep in mind is that
our teachers are still teaching remotely, so Fair
Care is designed to keep each child on task with
their studies. With cohorts of only 5 students,
each teacher will be able to manage the daily
teaching schedule. It is important that we manage
the expectation of what we want from our children
in school and at home. We cannot assume they
know what is expected of them. By giving the
students the time, support, and tools they need to
focus, we can help them become better learners
and develop the confidence and perseverance
they need to succeed in school and in life.

PLAY

Play is integral to the academic environment.
It ensures that the school setting attends to
the social and emotional development of
children as well as their cognitive
development. Play and unscheduled time that
allow for peer interactions are important
components of social-emotional learning. All
activities will follow health safety guidelines.

Fair Care • Dec. 2020

Schools are in a unique position to provide
students with opportunities to learn about
and practice healthy eating behaviors. Fair
Care has identified nutrition as a core
component of the child's day. Eating a
healthy breakfast is associated with
improved cognitive function, reduced
absenteeism, and improved mood.

REMOTE LEARNING
ON TASK
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A LOOK BACK AT WORLD WAR II
“ Childcare is no longer a personal issue, but a daunting
economic crisis for the region and the nation.”
— Fair Care Development Team

World War II is the closest event rising to the level of a
global crisis we have known over the past 100 years.
During WWII, childcare services were in peril, but through
thoughtful planning and consideration, “Rosie the Riveter”
was afforded childcare six days a week along with grocery
shopping to help with the burden of work for the war effort.
These hard policy decisions during a time of heightened
crisis resulted in a variety of beneficial outcomes to the
community including increased graduation rates and a rise
in college matriculation. Studies have shown that the
investments made in critical daycare services was repaid
exponentially over time through the continued growth and
stabilization of the economy.

Fair Care • Dec. 2020

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
IMPETUS
The closure of schools in March of 2020 threw communities across our nation into a tailspin; navigating
unfamiliar territory in online remote learning, searching for non-existing child care for essential workers, and
suffering from the loss of millions of dollars for businesses. In Pueblo, the local infection rate appeared to be
stable throughout most of the summer months, but by mid-August the numbers started to increase and the
conversation intensified and shifted to how this would impact in-person learning in the fall. Parents expressed
anxiety and anger at the notion that they would experience a repeat of the spring and their children could
possibly be kept home throughout the fall with little or no daycare alternatives. While some have the ability to
work from home, too many Americans didn’t have this choice and were rendered unemployed.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATIONS
“These statistics, along with sometimes tearful and heated, one-on-one conversations with
parents, prompted the imminent need to assemble local leadership to discuss solutions to this
deficit of support for working families in the greater Pueblo region. “We were particularly
concerned about our first responder and essential workers who didn’t have the choice to work
from home and felt utterly helpless,” stated Roxanne Pignanelli, D70 Government and
Community Affairs Coordinator, who founded the FAIR CARE concept with collaborator and
local entrepreneur Gregory Howell. “The alternative for these parents would be to leave the
workforce and lose pay. To imagine the loss of critical care hospital staff and other essential
workers right now is an unimaginable thing and a false choice; we literally couldn’t live without
them if they aren’t at work,” said Howell.
At the outset, FAIR CARE began as a way to encourage local government to fund the creation of
a plan that could provide “learning and care shelters” for those elementary school children of
first responder and essential workers. “The staggering statistics on how many women had lost
employment due to the lack of child care and the fact that little was being done to remedy this
crisis heightened the urgency to me and knew we had to do something,” said Lori Winner, City
Councilwoman, who has championed FAIR CARE since its inception. “Safety and nutrition for
children is imperative, but from an economic standpoint, we must remember that Puebloans
need to get back to work and feed their families.”
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATIONS | FINDING THE RIGHT STAKEHOLDERS
County Commissioner, Chris Wiseman was instrumental in the first round of funding support to
ensure that the FAIR CARE LONG TERM PLAN was being devised as Covid-19 predictions
appeared ominous by early September. “I am a grandfather and I knew first-hand the impossible
task parents, many of whom are single mothers, were facing if children were not going to be able
to gather in great numbers in the schools. In early October, we received very unfavorable
predictions on infection rates on the horizon due to impending colder weather, seasonal
Halloween activities, and holiday gatherings. The need for a solution evolved into the creation of a
pilot program for December and a more comprehensive approach for early 2021.”
“Initially we presented the FAIR CARE concept to encourage local legislators to contract a
consultant to craft a fully feasible plan for an impending need, for care,” said Pignanelli. After
several planning meetings and presentations to the City Council, County Commissioners and the
Mayor, Howell and Pignanelli agreed to develop the long-term FAIR CARE plan. “When the
pandemic crisis escalated so drastically in November, the need for a pilot program became
imminent,” reported Pignanelli. On November 30, 2020, FAIR CARE opened seven pilot project
learning shelters: two school sites in D70 and 2 sites in D60 3 more existing programs with the
Boys & Girls Clubs in D60. Currently, over 200 children are being served across all sites in this
partnership between the districts and Boys & Girls Clubs of Pueblo County.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATIONS | BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS
Boys & Girls Clubs became the partnering organization to implement the emergency pilot program sites in December
as their existing after school programs were already practicing many of the FAIR CARE learning shelter protocols.
“Angela Giron made the most salient and astounding points in the first round of brainstorming, when she identified
child care was a crisis before Covid-19 ever hit,” said Howell, and the experience they bring to child care and the
established programming make for a collaboration capable of realizing any success with this mission.” Boys & Girls
Clubs, Executive Director, Angela Giron commented, “Our mission, since 1972, has always been to support children
in need and the impact on families during the pandemic crisis extended those services to create learning pods for
full day remote learning. We are proud to partner so unreservedly with FAIR CARE.”
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATIONS | POLITICS OF EDUCATION
D70 FAIR CARE sites provide a full Monday through Thursday school week schedule, 7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., with
structured individual learning pods that hold a maximum capacity of 5 children in each cohort (Grades K-5); allowing
mixed grades in cohorts to keep families together. “Arguably, only 5 to a cohort is presents a more costly staffing
situation, but it has proven to mitigate the spread of Covid, and the closing of cohorts is a much more costly
endeavor all around, said Pignanelli. Each cohort is in a separate classroom, monitored by a D70 substitute teacher
(learning continues on Zoom with their individual classroom teacher) and all play time, meals, and classroom
activities are limited to this immediate cohort of 5 children. “We were concerned about the communication
challenge to parents, that even though schools were closed, this population of children had to be sheltered for care
and remote learning, so their parents in critical first responder and essential worker roles, could go to work.
Gratefully, people have been exceptionally understanding of the mission that with restrictions on limited numbers in
these learning pods, first responders and essential workers have to be a priority,” stated Ed Smith, D70
Superintendent.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATION |BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS ON THE FOREFRONT
D60 FAIR CARE sites were in a better position at the outset because of the existence of the Boys & Girls Clubs after
school programs. “Moving students to the school day schedule required staffing and changes to the transportation
schedule, but it allowed us to provide some care for older kids and those with additional needs to the online learning
goal, stated Angela Giron, Executive Director of Boys & Girls Club of Pueblo County. The sites have varying hours to
maintain part of their existing programs, but also to integrate the daily remote learning schedules of the children’s
respective schools. D60 Superintendent Charlotte Macaluso stated, “Our long-time relationship with Boys & Girls
Clubs is well established in D60 with two of our schools serving as current clubhouse locations. We are fully
committed to accommodating learning pods for students and are proud to be a partner with the FAIR CARE
program.”
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATION | FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Federally funded CARES money contributed by the County Commissioners, the City Council and Mayor Gradisar,
provided the costs for the staffing needs to the sites. D60 and D70 are key contributors to the FAIR CARE program
with comprehensive provisions in the use of building sites, including: gyms, cafeterias, playgrounds, and
classrooms. Further, the districts provide all PPE, daily and evening sanitation, daily nutrition, including breakfast,
lunch, dinner snack and weekend take home food packs (regular scheduled school day at D70 and extended
programs at D60-Boys & Girls Clubs sites) and support from administrators in the building sites including the
assistance of an on-call nurse. In the case of any Covid concerns the contact tracing is being done with school
nurses or directly through the Pueblo City County Health Department.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
THE HARD CONVERSATION | THE VILLAGE STEPPED UP
“All things are possible when all are committed to the possibilities. None of this could have been possible without
the extraordinary courage and commitment from Angela Giron and her team as well the many good people of
Pueblo. Change is hard and challenge is overwhelming—but this “village” stepped up, said Pignanelli.
The Pueblo community is having the hard conversations and taking immediate action to save and protect our child
care infrastructure. Doing so enables us to invest in our children’s futures, advance gender equity in the home and
the workplace, and rebuild an economy that works for all Puebloans. When families have access to child care,
everyone benefits.
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FACTS & FIGURES
COVID-19 SLAMS THE COLORADO ECONOMY
Colorado’s economic recovery depends on its workforce having access to stable, high-quality, and affordable child care.
Supporting the ability of Colorado’s workforce to return to work during and after the Covid-19 public health emergency
is estimated to have an economic enabling effect of more than $4 billion 400 million in income. The Covid-19 public
health emergency has significantly impacted Colorado’s child care sector by reducing child care providers revenues
while at the same time increasing expenses. Child care provider operating costs have increased to include additional
daily cleaning, daily health monitoring, supplying personal protective equipment for child care workers, and lower staffto-child ratios to allow for sufficient physical distancing. In Colorado, this additional cost burden has forced 10% of the
state’s child care providers to close their doors since March 2020. Almost three-quarters of all child care providers
indicate that they have or will engage in layoffs, furloughs, or pay cuts. For minority owned or operated child care
providers, this figure is even higher. More than 25% of existing child care providers report that closure is imminent
without some kind of financial intervention. Child care providers generate revenue primarily through enrollment and
tuition fees and the business model depends on full enrollment.
At every stage of the Covid-19 public health emergency, parents have been faced with a difficult choice to pull
their children from child care, either due to health concerns or because the economic recession has impacted
the ability to afford it.
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FACTS & FIGURES

179,000
179,000 women left Colorado’s labor
force between February and May
2020, compared to 88,000 men.

Most child care in Colorado is owned or operated by women, and more than
40% of our child care workforce is composed of women of color. Furthermore,
throughout the Covid-19 public health emergency, women of color have been
more likely to be on the front line as essential workers and are more likely to
lose their jobs. Despite women’s steadily increasing labor participation rates
and earning trajectories over the past 25 years, the Covid-19 public health
emergency threatens to set back a generation of progress. When women exit
the workforce, they face more barriers than men do to return, and their future
earning potential after retirement security suffers. Women have been
disproportionately impacted by the Covid-19 public health emergency: almost
179,000 women left Colorado’s labor force between February and May 2020,
compared to 88,000 men. Nationally, four times as many women as men
dropped out of the labor force in September 2020 alone.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

FACTS & FIGURES
Loss of $64,500,000
Despite women’s steadily increasing labor
participation rates and earning trajectories
over the past 25 years, the Covid-19 public
health emergency threatens to set back a
generation of progress. When women exit
the workforce, they face more barriers than
men do to return, and their future earning
potential after retirement security suffers.
Women have been disproportionately
impacted by the Covid-19 public health
emergency.
The impact of this trend on the United
States economy and the well-being of
women and families is estimated to amount
to approximately $64,500,000 in lost income
and economic activity.

Fair Care • Dec. 2020
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“I am so proud of our local community leaders who
came together during a shared crisis and found
courage over comfort to lean in for the hard
conversations. Not only do we have an emergency
pilot learning shelter program funded and in
operation for first responders and essential
workers, but we have the collaborative capacity to
make real change for families in Pueblo. The
pandemic has only heightened our awareness of
the need for thoughtful learning shelters.”
— Pueblo Mayor Nicholas Gradisar

Fair Care • Dec. 2020

BUILDING COLLABORATIVE CAPACITY
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COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
PUEBLO | THE CITY WITH RESILIENCE AND A 'CAN-DO' ATTITUDE
It all began with an idea. We rolled up our sleeves and began a conversation...
A simple notion of fairness when talking about the tough decisions that parents have to make during a community
health crisis. When it became clear that the rising numbers of infections and hospitalizations signaled another round
of possible stay-at-home orders, we focused our attention on the complex task of providing learning shelters during
the day for children so that those parents, who are first responders and essential workers, can return to their jobs
where they are so desperately needed. We can look back in history to WWII to understand the major wins achieved
when the US government decided it was not only the right thing to do, but necessary to provide childcare and groceries
to ensure economic and personal stability.
The virtual meeting platform Zoom served as our launching pad when collaborating and building a diverse coalition of
partners to find immediate solutions for safe and effective child care during the pandemic. A call to action was sent to
a group of diverse community thought leaders who not only understand the infrastructure and inner machinations of
education, but also the urgency of the COVID-19 pandemic and the necessary public health safety requirements. The
group leaned in hard to the conversation and chose courage over comfort when considering the well being of families
in Pueblo.
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COMMUNITY COLLABORATION

PUEBLO ON ZOOM
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

Our partners are extremely important and help us accomplish our goals. Critical partners included: Mayor
Nicholas Gradisar, Mayor’s Office senior staff Laura Solano and Shelly Dunham, County Commissioners:
Chris Wiseman, Terry Hart, Garrison Ortiz, County Manager Sabina Genesio, United Way CEO, Shanna Farmer
and Fund Development Officer, Paula Chostner, Executive Director, Commissioners Wiseman and Ortiz,
Pueblo City Council, D70 Board of Education, D60 Board of Education, House Representative, Daneya Esgar,
State Senator, Leroy Garcia, and consultant, Linda Tremblay.
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FAIR CARE
DEVELOPMENT
TIMETABLE

AUG - SEP 2020:
IDENTIFYING THE NEED
Understanding the data and the false
choices confronting families in Pueblo.
Present report to Mayor of Pueblo.

OCT - NOV 2020:
DEVELOPING THE PLAN
Having the hard conversations with
leadership to offer a safety net to families
of essential workers.

DECEMBER 2020:
IMPLEMENTING THE PILOT

FAIR CARE LEARNING SHELTERS

Testing the Fair Care plan from Nov 30 to
Dec 17, 2020.
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Aug - Sep 2020
Identifying the Need
The Fair Care Development Team
prepared this initial proposal for the
Mayor of Pueblo covering:
History & Background
Needs, Staffing & Transportation
Nutrition, Medical Staffing &
Licensing
Map of Colorado State Fair Grounds
Estimated Budget
Fair Care in Numbers

THREE CRITICAL PATHS FOR
PLAN DEVELOPMENT
PHASE ONE
Pueblo Department of Public Health
and Environment (PDPHE)
Guidelines and Partnership
MOU agreement with D70 and D60
as needed for participation where
applicable and amenable
Student Population in Need
Develop program needs based on
student numbers of Student
Population
DEADLINE: November 30, 2020

PHASE TWO
Construct an administrative staffing
structure that includes all necessary
qualifications, duties,, and
compensation to run the day to day
operations in full exzecution.
Government affairs with open
communication channels to
facilitate licensing and permits.
Identify buildings and spaces for
learning shelters throughout the
City and County of Pueblo.
DEADLINE: December 14, 2020

PHASE THREE
Develop an essential timeline for
shelter learning care creation and
implementation.
Establish Oversight and Advisory
groups and recruit stakeholders
who can make the commitment.
Develop a comprehensive budget to
cover the expenses for at least six
(6) months of operation.
Identify transportation needs and
resources.
DEADLINE: December 28, 2020

At the outset of conceptualizing the Fair Care program in August 2020, the team realized that we were entering an
extraordinary period in the history of the USA which would require flexibility and quick action on our part as all
implementation assumptions were based on current data. Our 3-Phase development plan was to be completed by
December 28, 2020. With information changing by the day against us, it became apparent in October 2020 that we would
need to jump into action much earlier. Our plan proved to be resilient and flexible and we able to take our initial concept
and immediately apply it to the implementation of a Pilot Program. This not only allowed us to provide urgently needed
childcare services to families in Pueblo, but also gave us an opportunity to test our theories and best practices. The Pilot
Program began on November 30 and successfully completed on December 17, 2020. The Fair Care hallmarks of Cohorts
of 5, Nutrition, Education Support, and Play were confirmed and reinforced.
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PHASE I

DEVELOPING THE PLAN
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PHASE III

PHASE II

DEVELOPING THE PLAN
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WORKING WITH PARENTS
INITIAL SURVEY TO THE COMMUNITY
Fair Care: Remote Learning Shelter in the Time of COVID
School Districts 60 and 70 will transition to full remote learning through the
month of December 2020 and many families are in immediate need of child
care for students in Grades K – 5. A community-based coalition comprised
of leadership from the City and County of Pueblo, Boys and Girls Clubs, and
D60 and D70 is aligning solutions to offer essential workers and their
families the necessary resources to provide important shelter, nutrition and
educational support to those qualifying students in Grades K – 5 during the
regular remote learning school day (Monday – Thursday) in December
2020.
If you find yourself in this unique situation, please take a moment to
complete this important survey to give our leadership team the critical
information necessary to understand how many families are in need of
child care and support. It is essential that your response to this survey
include your ability to provide transportation for qualifying students. This
emergency Remote Learning Shelter Care service will include a daily
nutritional program which includes breakfast, lunch and an afternoon
snack. We thank you in advance for your answers to this survey as they will
guide us to thoughtful solutions for Pueblo’s essential workers and their
families in need of assistance.

The Survey: Community Needs Assessment for
Emergency Child Care
1. Number of children in Kindergarten-5th grade who
need daycare
2. District where the child or children attend school
(School District 60, School District 70, Charter
School, private school, homeschool)
3. Name of the school your child or children attend
4. Last names of the children who need care
5. First names of the children who need care
6. Grades of students who need care
7. Are you employed as a first responder or an
essential worker? Yes No
8. Please list the industry in which you are employed

The parents of Fair Care children represent the
following essential worker categories:
Nurse, Pastor, Grocery Clerk, Healthcare
Provider, Doctor, Public Defender, and State
Hospital Employee
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Setting Expectations

WORKING WITH PARENTS
A Letter to the Parents and Guardians
FAIR CARE has created learning shelters and learning pods during the regularly scheduled school day that will include safety and nutrition as
their parents are working to help the community survive. We are truly making history together as we attempt to provide child care relief to
working families in Pueblo, Colorado. The Covid pandemic has rendered 1.6 million working women to lose their jobs because there is nowhere
to care for kids. We ask that you partner with us by following all the rules we need to follow and being patient in the creation of something that
is absolutely new to us all. IF YOU CANNOT TAKE YOUR SLOTS PLEASE LET US KNOW ASAP. This project is from November 30 – December 17,
2020 and any plans for it to extend if the schools cannot open will be reported to you before January 2021. Thank you again and BE SAFE!
MONDAY
THURSDAY Drop off time 7:30 - 8:00
Drop Off Locations:
Baxter: 301 28th Lane, Use the bus loop for pickup and drop off (enter/exit main entrance)
PW Warrior Kit Bldg: 368 S. McCulloch Blvd, drop off east door & pickup south door Pick up 3:45 p.m.
You must adhere to this schedule or you run the risk of losing your slot
Policies:
Parents will not be allowed in the building
Send kids with masks – we can provide but using your own and washing is always best
Behaviors - aggressive, threatening will not be
tolerated—children must be kind and considerate
Same Processes and protocols as traditional school with learning, toilet breaks, lunch,
etc.
Bring Children’s schedules & passwords for their learning time
Covid checks at home; temps taken at drop off - wait till we confirm children do not have fever before driving off
Charged Chromebook and headphones, notebooks, pencils/pencil box, and other reading materials if you choose
Breakfast, lunch and snack provided by D70 Nutritional Services
Each student will have an assigned classroom and desk equipped with proper PPE
No additional snacks other than clear water bottle
Any child with fever or Covid symptoms will be sent home immediately

●

●

●

●

IMPORTANT REQUIREMENT: Please bring a list of all guardians and phone numbers so we can have adequate contact information:
parent/guardian 1, parent/guardian 2, grandparent, aunt/uncle, friend/ neighbor
LIST ALL FOOD ALLERGIES OR MEDICATIONS REQUIRED (each site will have a nurse assigned)
D70 CONTACT NAMES AND NUMBERS: ROXANNE PIGNANELLI, rpignanelli@district70.org, 719-778-1848 COORDINATOR DR. BEVERLY
MAESTAS, bmaestas@district70.org, 719-562-0468 ADMINISTRATORTWYLA HERNANDEZ, thernandez@district70.org, 719-470-1192 DEAN
WARRIOR KIT
Please acknowledge if you will allow us to photograph and videotape your child for the documentary on this project. Yes_______ No_________
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ADVISING SUPERVISORS
WHAT TO LOOK FOR AT FAIR CARE
Does the student have a copy of their teacher’s daily schedule? If not, do
they know where to find it?
Does the student know how to access the daily synchronous (live video)
instruction times?
About how much time does the student spend in live video conferences?
About how much time does the student spend in independent work
Does the student know how to contact his/her teachers for help
Does the student have access to other school staff members
(paraprofessionals, ESS teachers, Title One teachers…) to support his/her
learning?
Do the students have enough work to stay engaged in learning during the
work times?
Supervisors should also…
Keep a file or have access to contact information for each student’s family
Develop a daily schedule for the learners...Include breaks, meal times, and
work times
Develop procedures for bathroom breaks, meal times
Keep track the amount of help individual students receive

A Letter to the Fair Care Team on November 30, 2020
Announcing the Launch
Dear All,
It gives me great pleasure to tell you that today we opened 4 sites
today to provide "learning shelters," care and nutrition to the
children of working families all over the city and the county of
Pueblo. First responders, essential workers, and needy families can
hopefully go to work and maintain economic sustainability in their
lives during this hectic month of December. This 3 week pilot
project will also provide crucial data and evidence to our greater
"Long Term Crisis Plan" as we navigate forward through the winter.
Thank you to all of you who stayed steadfast in the support for a
program that we all hoped we would never have to realize but we
planned and it should pay off for these families. Many of our
"moms" were tearful in their gratitude and giving never made more
sense to me. We have room for a few more families and if you have
referrals please send them along. We will reach out to our first
responder and essential workers offering Fair Care. I will send
along more updates as we shape this very important and unique
program. Good for Pueblo...it took a village and we did what we do
best...helped each other out! Be safe and blessed.
Warmest regards,
Roxanne Pignanelli
Government and Community Affairs Coordinator
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ADVISING SUPERVISORS
CONFRONTING TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM
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A DAY
IN THE
LIFE OF
FAIR CARE
Everyday is anchored in
balanced nutrition, learning
supervision and play.

A TYPICAL DAY AT FAIR CARE
MORNING
7:30 – 8:30
DROP OFF/BREAKFAST
8:30 – 12:00
ZOOM LEARNING
LUNCH

Schools are in a unique position to provide students with
opportunities to learn about and practice healthy eating
behaviors. Fair Care has identified nutritional meals as a core
component of the child's day.

12:00 – 1:30
LUNCH (STAGGERED) HOMEWORK ATTENTION

AFTERNOON
1:30 – 2:00
PLAY
2:00 – 3:00
BRAIN BREAKS ARTS MANIPULATIVES
3:00 -3:45
FINISH ANY SCHOOL WORK AND ORGANIZE ASSIGNMENTS
TAKE HOME SNACK OR TAKE-HOME FOOD PACKS
3:45-4:30
RELEASE AND PARENT CHECK IN
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FOCUS ON HEALTHY EATING
Schools are in a unique position to provide students
with opportunities to learn about and practice
healthy eating behaviors. Fair Care has identified
nutritional meals as a core component of the child's
day. Eating a healthy breakfast is associated with
improved cognitive function (especially memory),
reduced absenteeism, and improved mood.
Adequate hydration may also improve cognitive
function in children and adolescents, which is
important for learning.
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NUTRITION
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PUEBLO SCHOOL DISTRICT 70
Balanced nutrition is essential to feed the minds
of our children. Each day of the program on
Monday through Thursday, the students receive
breakfast, lunch, snacks and a take home pack.
The images to your left are actual samples of
meals distributed during the Fair Care Pilot
Program in December 2020.
Below each meal image is a Base Menu
Spreadsheet which is a summary of the weighted
nutritional values. This information is critical to
ensure the Fair Care Program is offering a
balaned and healthy menu. We are also able to
manage any dietary restrictions or allergies.

NUTRITION
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BUDGETING FOR FAIR CARE 2021
For the Fair Care Pilot Project, we created a coalition of partners which included both
Pueblo County and City School Districts 60 & 70, and the Boys and Girls Clubs. This
strategic alliance resulted in the creation of a solid foundation for the emergency
implementation of learning shelters. This collective approach to problem solving
facilitated the provision of existing building sites, robust employee groups, proven
protocols and procedures, and the effective distribution of nutritional meals. The need
for critical funding for Fair Care provided an opportunity for local governmental bodies to
engage in service to the community by sharing a portion of the federal relief funds
allowed for quality supervision at the learning shelter sites.
The following budget items represent critical cost centers of the Fair Care Program:
Shelters
Staffing
Nutrition
PPE
Sanitation
Thermometers
Supplies (for play and learning)
Wi-Fi
Administrative support
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BUDGET FOR FAIR CARE 2021
SHELTERS: $0.00
Schools are the best shelters to use as they are a familiar spaces to the students and sub teacher/mentors. During the crisis,
children that are not being taught by their teacher, or not able to learn remotely from home, are in an already stressful situation
and schools are a comfort as they know the familiar surroundings. Schools are equipped with separated classrooms,
lavatories, gyms, cafeterias and inside/outside play spaces, that are conducive for a safe and supportive environment during
this remote learning day. This is imperative in managing the social distancing needed to help mitigate the virus. As a partner,
typically the school districts will not charge any fee to use the spaces as most of these students are from their district.
STAFFING: $150.00 per day per teacher for each 6-student cohort
Using the standard daily fee for a substitute teacher plus supplemental compensation for “hazard pay” in this type of work
environment, you derive the higher labor cost requiring extraordinary funding. Substitute teachers constitute the best
employee pool as they know the students, they are skilled at keeping students on task in their online learning, they are
experienced in the rhythm of the school day, and they are licensed and fingerprinted to meet all state employment
requirements. Furthermore, substitute teachers are usually “laid off” when schools close for in person learning, so this
program guarantees employment and strengthens the local economy with a stronger labor market. *Nurses are typically
employed by the district and already on a contract so they can be utilized if necessary, for a virus outbreak or sick child at no
extra cost.
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BUDGET FOR FAIR CARE 2021
NUTRITION: $0.00
The federal government student nutrition programs are
instrumental in feeding all children, at no cost, during any
pandemic or crisis. This includes breakfast, lunch,
afternoon snack and a take home food pack.
PPE: $25 per student/staff per month
This is a rough estimate of the costs for masks, plastic
shields (significantly higher for plexiglass) as well as
gloves.
SANITATION: $0 for staff custodian & $25 per hour per day x
3 hours for 1 extra duty sanitation
The building custodian is responsible for the cleaning and
sanitation of the “shelter” each day with an added after
program day sanitation spray over each desk, bathroom
and play spaces. The district has custodians on staff that
when the schools are closed to in person learning can
participate in the cleaning and sanitation of the “shelter”
spaces.

THERMOMETERS: $100 per building
Many schools already have wall mount or even walk
through but there is a need for each entry to take
temperatures which is typically done by the
administrator in charge.
SUPPLIES: $40 per child per month
The need for extra brain breaks supplies, clay, paper,
glue, etc. assist in the break time for children after
hours of staring at a screen for online learning.
WI-FI: $0
The school district usurps this cost as it exists in their
buildings. If this is not available, then hot spots will
need to be purchased.
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT: Varies $200 - $400 per day
If the schools are in a remote learning phase, all of
their staff is needed to oversee that process and
therefore the hiring of support administration to run
each site will be needed from extraordinary funds.
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INSIGHTS FROM THE TEAM
PROGRAM MISSION
FAIR CARE is Pueblo’s new emergency learning pod
sheltering program offering essential workers and their
families a safety net. This important pilot program
provided meals, safety, learning supervision, shelter
and play while they do their schoolwork remotely at
designated locations throughout Pueblo while their
parents are able to work.

Pushback from parents
Presented problem to legislators
Organized community advocates
Found partners BGCP, United Way, YMCA
Developed concept plan for solutions
Secured funding for plan
Created pilot for need and fodder for plan
Completed Nov 30 to Dec 17, 2020

TAKEAWAYS DURING THE PROCESS
Strong support from building administrators
Safety and security that exists
Plenty of accessible space for relief time, play and spacing
Sanitation daily and at evening
PPE for every child and adult and back up
Failed in one site succeeded in another moved to better site
Surveyed parents for need, need to do a deeper dive and outreach
Posted for subs: better position now as safety for staff is apparent
Flexibility was key to bring in students daily (7 -23 in one week)
Flexibility for staffing (2 not good for student monitoring, lost kids, retained
kids)
Nutrition must be identified and coordinated for this in school population
(take home packs are different)
Day schedule: needed breaks, needed play, needed play things, may need
longer day
Transportation: solved for a few but may need to expand (in house
assistance)Supervision: Admin from districts but partners with child
groups to balance needs and contributions
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NAVIGATING ISSUES
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LOOKING FORWARD
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

The success of the pilot program offers us the
opportunity to reach out to the HR departments at
companies throughout Pueblo that are on the front line
and considered essential. We understand that there
might exist a need for childcare that is currently
underserved.

The Fair Care Team recommends the use of substitute teachers, particularly those
who were retired elementary and secondary teachers who have a sensibility and
expertise with children of that age group Overall they were remarkable in the
classroom and if they understood the plight of not only the care and the teaching of
children with the monitoring with their respective teachers on Zoom. It allowed for
some very needed one-on-one mentoring to stay on track and to feel supported during
this strange remote learning experience.

NUTRITION

PLAY: LET THERE BE PLAY

Schools are in a unique position to provide students
with opportunities to learn about and practice healthy
eating behaviors. Fair Care has identified nutritional
meals as a core component of the child's day. Eating a
healthy breakfast is associated with improved
cognitive function (especially memory), reduced
absenteeism, and improved mood. Adequate hydration
may also improve cognitive function in children and
adolescents, which is important for learning.

Let there be play! Play is integral to the academic environment. It ensures that the
school setting attends to the social and emotional development of children as well
as their cognitive development. Play and unscheduled time that allow for peer
interactions are important components of social-emotional learning. It is our
intention to expand play to both the visual and performing arts where possible. All
activities will follow health safety guidelines.
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ESSENTIAL WORKERS
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DEVELOPMENT TEAM
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ROXANNE PIGNANELLI
Fair Care Co-founder and Government and
Community Affairs Coordinator for Pueblo
School District 70

GREGORY HOWELL
Fair Care Co-founder and Program
Development Consultant & Storyteller

ANGELA GIRON
Fair Care Fiscal Agent and President &
CEO of Boys and Girls Clubs of Pueblo
County
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LEARN MORE & FOLLOW US

www.pueblofaircare.org
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WEBSITE
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CONTACT US
FAIR CARE PILOT PROGRAM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
Baxter Learning Center
301 28th Lane, Pueblo CO 81004
Co-founder: Roxanne Pignanelli • District 70
(719) 778-1848 | team@pueblofaircare.org
(719) 564-0055 | Angela Giron | Boys & Girls Clubs
Monday – Friday: 7AM – 4PM
Saturday: Closed
Sunday: Closed
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WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
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APPENDIX I
Student Data & Daily Schedule

Daily Schedule at Baxter & Liberty Point International
MORNING
7:30 – 8:30
DROP OFF/BREAKFAST

Baxter & Liberty Point International Fair Care Locations
Total Served: 60
Baxter – 28
Liberty Point – 32
Average Daily Attendance
Baxter – 28
Liberty Point – 32
Instructors – 14
Baxter – 7
Liberty Point – 7

Supervisory Support: 2
Total number of meals – 1,080
Baxter – 504
Liberty Point – 528
Number of students using transportation - 5
Baxter – 0
Liberty Point – 5

Parent Demographics for Baxter & Liberty Point
Nurse
Pastor
Grocery Clerk
Healthcare Provider
Doctor
Public Defender
State Hospital Employee
Department of Corrections (DOC)
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8:30 – 12:00
ZOOM LEARNING
LUNCH
12:00 – 1:30
LUNCH (STAGGERED) HOMEWORK ATTENTION

AFTERNOON
1:30 – 2:00
PLAY
2:00 – 3:00
BRAIN BREAKS ARTS MANIPULATIVES
3:00 -3:45
FINISH ANY SCHOOL WORK AND ORGANIZE ASSIGNMENTS
TAKE HOME SNACK OR TAKE-HOME FOOD PACKS
3:45-4:30
RELEASE AND PARENT CHECK IN
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APPENDIX I
Student Data & Daily Schedule

Avondale, East Side, Irving, SRDA & Sprague Locations
Total Served: 227
Avondale – 28
East Side – 80
Irving – 41
SRDA – 22
Sprague – 56
Average Daily Attendance
Avondale – 11
East Side – 54
Irving – 27
SRDA – 13
Sprague – 29
Instructors – 29
Avondale – 3
East Side – 10
Irving – 6
SRDA – 3
Sprague – 7

Supervisory Support: 5
Total number of meals – 1,466
Avondale – 138 (snack only)
East Side – 574 (breakfast, lunch and snack)
Irving – 310 (breakfast, lunch and snack)
SRDA – 151 (breakfast, lunch and snack)
Sprague – 293 (breakfast, lunch and snack)
Number of students using transportation - 100
Avondale – 20
East Side – 30
Irving – 10
SRDA – 13
Sprague - 27

Daily Schedule
Avondale, East Side, Irving, SRDA & Sprague Locations
MORNING
7:15 – 8:00
TRANSPORTATION
8:00 – 8:20
DROP OFF/BREAKFAST
8:30 – 12:00
ZOOM LEARNING Synchronous (K-2)
8:30 – 11:15
ZOOM LEARNING Asynchronous (K3-5)
8:30 – 12:05
ZOOM LEARNING
(M&W) Synchronous (MS & HS) Asynchronous T & Th
11:20 – 12:30
LUNCH (Depending on Grade)

AFTERNOON
11:45 - 3:15
Synchronous (grades 3-5)
12:30 - 3:15
Asynchronous support (grades K-2)
12:41-4:20
(ms)/3:20 (hs) – (M & W) asynchronous support/(T&W) synchronous)
3:15 - SNACK
3:30-5:00 – Club programming (Spark, arts and crafts, games, stem)
4:30 – TRANSPORTATION
5:00 – CLUB CLOSED
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APPENDIX II
Testimonials
My name is Ashley Kelly and I am a single mother of 5 children currently working two jobs as well as enrolled in the
pre-nursing program at PCC. My four elementary aged children joined the Fair Care Program where I also became a
substitute teacher. I am very fortunate to have had the opportunity to place my own children in this program and
help with their remote learning as well as other students.
This program has been a tremendous benefit to my family by providing structured guidance to their lessons,
breaks with various crafts, and a gym to help relieve pent up energy! Seeing other kids has been a help with their
attitudes which has made a difference in our remote learning experience during this challenging time. A huge thank
you to those who have put in all their hard work and efforts to make this program possible!!
Ashley Kelly

It was a pleasure to sub for the Fair Care Program. The first two weeks I was here, I was the roving sub - allowing
me to get to know the other subs and observe their interactions with their classroom students. The last two weeks,
I was in a classroom. The small class sizes (cohorts of 5) allowed me to work closely with a student who is below
benchmark - with permission from his teacher. I was able to provide instruction that was intentional and
meaningful for him. His classroom teacher was very responsive to any questions I had for her. If I still had
elementary aged children, a program like this would have been life-saving! I feel that as a whole D70 has taken an
impossible situation and made it workable for most families. I am confident that while some loss is to be expected
- D70's will be minimal in comparison to others. I also believe this program played a big part in the success of the
students who were here. Only downside - the meals.
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My name is Roberta Thornton, I am a mom of 3 little boys, and I am also a registered nurse
an "essential worker." I work on the front lines of active COVID units. When numbers began
to rise in November for active cases in Pueblo County and schools began to shut down, it
was a difficult time for our family regarding childcare. When the district reached out to me
offering this program that felt like it was tailored to our situation and the challenges we
faced; parents working full time with limited resources, made even worse by the pandemic.
It isn't easy to juggle motherhood, a full-time job, and online school. Because of this
program, I was able to stay working during critically low staffing levels in health care.
Learning about the pods and how they ran the program made me feel more at ease. Twyla
Hernandez greeted us in the morning and during pick up, explaining the role of Fair Care and
seeing if we needed anything. Mrs. Myers has personally helped my son with online school
guiding him through the online lessons and tutoring him. During the periods of online
learning, I became concerned that my son would fall behind as it was difficult for him to stay
focused and adjust to a new way of learning. My son was able to keep on top of his studies
and within benchmarks because of Mrs. Meyers. I will always be grateful for the patience,
guidance, and understanding she has shown my son.
The Fair Care program is a wonderful program that has provided essential services to the
children and families of Pueblo County during the pandemic. Fair Care staff has created
such a relevant and forward-thinking program that really addresses the community's needs
during this uncertain time. The team at Fair Care has been so wonderful, caring, and
compassionate. The environment that they have crafted is conducive to learning and is safe
and effective. As a mom and a nurse, they follow all CDC guidelines that make me feel like
my son is in a secure environment.
Thank you so much for your contribution to our community!!!!
Roberta Thornton
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APPENDIX II
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Testimonials (continued)
My name is Destiny Allen. I recently just finished my student teaching at CSU-Pueblo. Student teaching during a
pandemic had its many challenges. However, I gained a lot from it. I received a call from D70 to sub for the Fair
Care program. Fair Care is an excellent program during these times. From a student-teacher view, I witnessed how
hard it is on parents, grandparents and guardians trying to help their kids from home. They say it takes a village to
raise a child and the village came in strong through Fair Care. This program is truly a blessing to essential workers.
The teachers are amazing. They were very patient with the students and organized. The teacher-to-student ratio
was perfect. They could be hands-on and help each student. The Fair Care teachers demonstrated great
communication skills among the teachers, parents and students to ensure the students were caught up. I saw
students come in that were very behind, but by the end of the week they had completions on all assignments.
During free time the teachers brought in games, cards, and arts and crafts to keep the students entertained. I took
them to the gym to have a small PE class. This gives a students a school setting and helps them focus more as
they get to interact with other students with Covid-19 protocols. Mental health is important and this new 'norm' is
not easy on students. This program gives students an opportunity to get out of the house and have a school like
setting. I attended Fair Care for 4 days. The only con was the cold lunches that seemed to be thrown together. If
the schools are serving hot lunches to the community then they can bring 20 extra hot lunches. Maybe
communication through the school and Fair Care next time. This program is amazing and I hope it continues if we
revert back to online. Also promote it more. I didn't hear about it until last week. I mentioned it to a few teachers
and co-workers that also didn't hear about it. Thank you for giving me a chance to be a part of it.
I feel Fair Care has benefited the learning environment of the students while being taught through virtual learning. I
feel that these students being in an environment that was continuously monitored throughout the day as well as
the expectation that they were to be on their Chromebooks and following along with their teacher and beneficial to
each and every student. My personal experience was that I had a couple of students who were behind on several
assignments. The grades earned when they entered the program were Fs. Through direct interaction with these
students and high expectations for a few days the grades went from F's to A's, B's and C's. One issue I would like
to see is more interaction between the students, district teachers and the Fair Care (eg teachers, emails exchanged
for knowledge of lesson plans for the day, homework, etc. I feel this would increase the outcome of all involved. On
a final note I have to say I enjoyed working at Fair Care and with the staff and students.
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As a parent, whose children attended the Fair Care program, I can confidently say that they
did exceptionally well with all of the resources and attention that the program provided. Kids
had access to substitute teachers that assisted them with attending all meetings on time,
work completion, submitting assignments, understanding the material, and completing any
catch-up work that needed to be done. I am so thankful that they had a program dedicated
to helping in a time when learning has changed to a remote format and many of us parents
needed to work. Fair Care provided peace of mind in the fact that our children were able to
finish their work while in their small classroom setting and not worry about homework,
which allowed for stress-free family time at home. As Covid-19 has brought upon a big
concern with health and safety, this program abided by all health and safety regulations
such as constant sanitation, mandatory masks, 6ft social distancing, and separate bins for
each student to keep their supplies, all of which were provided by the program, such as
pencils, paper, scissors, markers, crayons, crafting supplies, and educational activities. It’s
needless to say that they went above and beyond for these kids and the parents of the Fair
Care Program couldn’t be more thankful to everyone for helping so many families.
-Javiera Carrasco Myers

As a substitute teacher, working in the fair CARE program, I have been able to witness
firsthand the significant help that it has supplied students and families. It is filled my heart
to be able to assist students with remote learning during these trying times and provide
guidance and understanding of the technical aspects that go into computing and submitting
their school work. I truly believe that these children have really enjoyed being a part of the
Fair Care Program, being able to finish and comprehend the assignments they have to
complete daily without the stress of having to catch up or take work home. The children
truly thrive being in a social environment with other students and teachers that is also
controlled to abide by the safety regulations. It's wonderful that this program also supplies
students with breakfast, lunch, transportation (if needed) and school supplies Thank you for
allowing me to be a part of the fair care and helping our community.
-J Myers
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The “Fair Care” project is designed to provide emergency learning
shelters for children of first responders and essential workers
during school closures during the Covid-19 pandemic. The City and
County Governments of Pueblo, in conjunction with school districts
60 & 70, and Boys & Girls Clubs of Pueblo County have collaborated
to provide such care in the month of December 2020 to ensure the
sheltered student care and monitored learning pods so that
essential workers can continue to work and remain employed.
Through funding CARES money from the City and County of
Pueblo roughly 180 children will receive the said care, nutrition and
remote learning supervision at no cost to the families. Boys & Girls
Clubs of Pueblo County under the direction of executive director
Ms. Angela Giron serve as the fiscal and administrative agent of
the program. All protocols employed are compliant with the
PDPHE and currently being used in both districts.

EMERGENCY HOUSING
REHABILITATION
ASSISTANCE
LOAN ASSISTANCE TO LOW-INCOME
HOMEOWNERS TO CURE CODE VIOLATIONS OR
ALLEVIATE HOUSING EMERGENCIES

Ordinance
8359
adopted in
2011

• The Property Maintenance Code, when
adopted in 2011, excluded owner-occupied
housing.
• However, it contained a provision for an
Emergency Housing Rehabilitation Program to
assist low-income homeowners correct code
violations.
• When the 2015 International Property
Maintenance Code was adopted, owneroccupied housing was no longer excluded.

Emergency Housing Rehabilitation
Assistance Program
• The Department currently runs a grant-based Rehabilitation Program
funded with CDBG dollars.
• In a true emergency, federal funds are ineffective to meet the need in
a timely manner and are cumbersome to properly administer. For
this reason, the “Emergency Rehabilitation” component of the
Rehabilitation Program was dropped by Resolution in 2006.
• In order to comply with the adopted language, the City needs to
develop an Emergency Rehabilitation Program to be consistent with
the Charter.

Emergency Housing Rehabilitation
Assistance Program
• Following the language contained in: TITLE VIII – HOUSING, CHAPTER
1 – HOUSING CODE OF PUEBLO, SECTION 8-1-8 – EMERGENCY
HOUSING REHABILIATION PROGRAM
• LOAN ASSISTANCE SHALL BE MADE AVAILABLE
• TO LOW-INCOME HOMEOWNERS
• IF THE APPLICANT APPLIES FOR SUCH ASSISTANCE WITHIN
30-DAYS OF NOTICE OF VIOLATION

PROGRAM FUNDS
• General Funds dollars are requested for 2021 up to a value
appropriate, as set by the Mayor and Council.
• Maximum Assistance Amount: $25,000
• Suggested Loan Type:
• 15-Year, 0% Interest, Forgivable Deferred Loan due upon sale, cashout refinance, transfer, or death.
• Amortized payment schedule is available upon owner’s request.
• Loan Proceeds to be deposited in a revolving fund for the Emergency
Housing Rehabilitation Assistance Program.

PROGRAM REQUIRMENTS
• Owner-Occupied Property within the city limits
• Active Code Violation
• All parties on title must reside in the home with an exception for
elderly or disabled homeowner’s who have added a child to the title
for legal reasons.
• Low-Income Family – Document all sources of income from all eligible
occupants.
• Insurance proceeds, if any, to be applied to repairs first.
• Project must be feasible to complete within available resources.
• Once lifetime benefit to the Owner.

VOLUNTARY DEMOLITION
PROGRAM
ASSISTANCE TO PROPERTY
OWNERS IN
LOW-TO-MODERATE
DESIGNATED CENSUS
TRACTS

VOLUNTARY
DEMOLITION
TO ASSIST CODE ENFORCEMENT,
REMOVE BLIGHT.
APPLICABLE TO CONDEMEND OR
INHABITABLE PROPERTIES
PROVIDE PROPERTY OWNERS WITH A
VEHICLE TO PROACTIVELY ADDRESS
DETERIORATED PROPERTIES

VOLUNTARY DEMOLITION PROGRAM
• OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSING
• VACANT SECONDARY OR
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES ONLY
• AREA BASED ELIGIBILITY
• CDBG FUNDING REQUIRES A
ONE-FOR-ONE REPLACEMENT

• PROPERTY OWNER
• RENTAL, VACANT, ABANDONED
PROPERTY
• PRIMARY STRUCTURE AND/OR
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
• UP TO $50,000 LOAN AMOUNT
• MUST BE PROVIDING AFFORDABLE
HOUSING OR WILLING TO
REDEVELOP FOR AFFORDABLE
HOUSING WITHIN 24-MONTHS

TIME IS MONEY
THE STORY OF TWO ACCESSORY STRUCTURES
• PREMPTIVE DEMO - $10,000

• AFTER FIRE DAMAGE - $59,000

PROGRAM FUNDED WITH CDBG FUNDS
TWO TYPES OF LOAN ASSISTANCE
• UNDER $25,000

• OVER $25,000

• 15-YEAR DEFERRED
FORGIVABLE LOAN.
• 0% INTEREST
• HOMEOWNER SUBORDINATION
ALLOWED FOR RATE AND TERM
• INVESTORS - SUBORDINATION
ONLY WITHIN 24-MONTHS TO
ALLOW FOR PERMANENT
FINANCING ON REDEVELOPMENT

• MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT
$50,000
• 15-YEAR AMORTIZED LOAN
• 0%
• HOMEOWNER SUBORDINATION
ALLOWED FOR RATE AND TERM
• INVESTORS - SUBORDINATION
ONLY WITHIN 24-MONTHS TO
ALLOW FOR PERMANENT
FINANCING ON REDEVELOPMENT

BENEFITS
• PROACTIVE DEMOLUTION WILL REDUCE OVERALL EXPENSE. IF A PROGRAM IS
MADE AVAILABLE, OWNERS WILL BE LESS LIKELY TO ABANDON
• REDUCE POLICE/FIRE EXPENSES DEALING WITH PROBLEM PROPERTIES
• REDUCE ACTIVITY IN ABATEMENT OF DANGEROUS BUILDINGS
• INSURANCE PROCEEDS MAY BE AVAILABLE FOR COVERED EVENTS WHEN
WORKING WITH WILLING PROPERTY OWNERS VS OWNERS NOWHERE TO
FOUND WHICH IS GENERALLY THE CASE DEALING WITH THE ABATEMENT OF
DANGEROUS BUILDINGS
• A LOW INTEREST CATALIST FOR REDEVELOPMENT IN OLDER NEIGHBORHOODS
• FUTURE – MAY SPUR OPPORTUNTIY FOR ADU’s SHOULD THEY BE ALLOWED

2020 YEAR IN REVIEW
Complaint/Violations Handled
Type

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

Litter

2499

2564

2086

2270

1715

Litter removal and storage

1587

1441

231

Weeds

2274

2994

1660

2136

1543

Junk Vehicles

809

776

561

551

410

Zoning

474

410

434

443

311

International Property Maint.

234

286

220

173

158

22

54

59

95

89

8

26

5

2

5

Board up

207

210

200

172

109

Other

671

550

303

315

147

8612

5151

5645

4117

Marijuana
Graffiti

Covid Related
Total

2351
11136

CURRENT STAFFING
Super Code
Enforcement
heros!

• 1 FULL TIME ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
• 7 FULL TIME CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS (INJURIES, ILLNESS, COVID)
• 8 PART TIME/TEMPORARY ABATEMENT CREW MEMBERS (DIFFICULT RETENTION)
• 1 FULL TIME MANAGER
• AUGUST-DECEMBER 9 PART TIME/TEMPORARY COVID-19 EDUCATION AND COMPLIANCE TECHNICIANS

PROACTIVE ENFORCEMENT
City is divided into 5 areas (not depicted )
1 officer assigned to each area

Proactive enforcement – 2 officers
Directed enforcement in heaviest call areas
2018
488 proactive cases
2019
1206 proactive cases
2020
2480 proactive cases

VIOLATIONS
• 2020
• 2019
• 2018
• 2017
• 2016

11136

Violations

11136
9311

9311
5759

6157

5759

4487

5645
4487
2020

2019

2018
Series 1

Series 2

2017
Series 3

2016

OTHER TYPES OF TRACKING
• TYPES OF TRACKING TO HELP FOLLOW TRENDS:
2020

• UNINHABITABLE
• VACANT PROPERTIES
• VACANT PROPERTIES (OWNER DECEASED)

126
92
14

ILLEGAL DUMPING CASES

Illegal dumping

• 2016
• 2017
• 2018
• 2019
• 2020

36
40
39
92
150

150

150
92
39

100

40

36
2016
2017
2018

50

2019

0
Illegal
dumping

2020

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

PROCESS
Complaint called in.
Officer assigned.

1

3

Weed/Trash Complaints

Notice of
violation sent.

4

Officer responds, takes
pictures. If violation
exists, posts property.

Officer returns and
photographs property.
Progress may extend
timeline. No progress –
abatement scheduled.

13

10 day appeal
window closes

Summons returned,
send via certified
mail, and wait for
proof of service.

14

Trial held within 90
days unless speedy
trial declined.

File lien paperwork

33
34
35-65 days

Summons prepared
– sent to Muni Ct.

Abate property.
Take pictures if
cleaned property.

Arraignment

Dependent on jobs/work force

ABATEMENTS 2020 JANUARY-OCTOBER
CLEAN UP OF PRIVATE PROPERTIES
LITTER CLEAN UPS

249

WEED CLEAN UPS

258

TONS

507.58

75

TIRES

1353

BOARD UP
TOTAL

582

SOLID WASTE REMOVED AND TAKEN TO LANDFILL

TRIPS TO LANDFILL 879

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

COVID-19 EDUCATION AND COMPLIANCE
TECHNICIANS
AUGUST 17, 2020 – DECEMBER 20, 2020

866

NO VIOLATIONS

16

SEATING/DISINFECTING VIOLATIONS

440

MASK VIOLATIONS

34

CONTACT TRACING VIOLATIONS

126

OTHER VIOLATIONS

8

HANDWASHING VIOLATIONS

85

EMPLOYEE SCREENING

6

MENU DISINFECTION VIOLATIONS

80

SOCIAL DISTANCING VIOLATIONS

18

OVER OCCUPANCY VIOLATIONS

60

SELF SERVICE FOOD VIOLATIONS

57

NOT POSTING REQUIRED SIGNAGE

QUESTIONS

Before

After

